**CHINESE 4 COURSE DESCRIPTION:**

Chinese 4 focuses on students continuing their development of fluency through speaking, reading, writing and translating of the Chinese language. Students should have completed 3 years of Chinese study or its equivalent and be proficient at communicating one’s thoughts and fluid at articulating differing viewpoints. In addition, students should be comfortable with instruction in Mandarin. An exploration of the Chinese culture with discussions on modern events will be presented in the forms of news broadcasts and newspaper and magazine articles. Vocabulary will be studied within the context of sentence patterns. Compositional writing will be a recurrent method for writing development. Other instructional methods include storytelling, Chinese songs, crafts, games and lecture. Video and Chinese podcasts will be used to expose students to varying accents, cultural expressions and aide in listening comprehension. There are a series of books that will be translated individually. Acquired vocabulary will be roughly equivalent to 1600 words. Tests and quizzes will revolve around oral dictation, written questions, discussions in Mandarin and translation/explanation in English and writing of Chinese characters.

**TEXTBOOK:**

Integrated Chinese Level 2 Part 1

说汉语谈文化 – 北京语言学院出版社

**CHINESE 4 Exit Skills:**

- Vocab – character recognition, emphasis on sentence patterns.
- Speaking – articulation of events, stories, feelings, hopes....
- Listening – exploration of media (news broadcast and shows)
- Proficient at describing the different aspects of college life and their advantages and disadvantages
- Convey opinions indirectly and politely
- Translation – short books followed with discussions.
- Composition – writing of short stories and short essays.
- Discussion panels based on modern events and student’s impressions.
WK1  8/24 – 27
REVIEW: DATES, TIME, NUMBERS, 以前，以后，的时候，SICKNESS, WEATHER

WK2  8/30 – 9/3
INTEGRATED CHINESE 2-1
LESSON 1 VOCAB
WB PG 6 B
11 B AND C
CONNECTING SENTENCES/STRUCTURING SEQUENCE
TB PG 19
21 A
23 D AND E
24 F
WB SPEAKING EXERCISE PG 4 B

WK3  9/7 – 10
INTEGRATED CHINESE 2-1
WB PG 12 D AND E
READ DIALOGUE 1
SPEAKING EX. WB PG 4 A
WB PG 14G
QUIZ LESSON 1 VOCAL
TB PG 24 F AND E
25 H
27 B AND C
28 D

WK4  9/13-17
INTEGRATED CHINESE 2-1
LISTENING EX WB PG 1B
2C
WB PG 10A
15 H
16 I
LEVEL 1 PART 2 WB PG 106 A
131A
TB PG 28 E
29 F
CHANGE SUBJECT PG 31 J
WB 19 M

WK5  9/20 – 24
CHINESE ILLUSTRATED DICT.
PG 4-5
SMARTBOARD: GOOGLE
DESIGNER ROOMS
REVIEW STORY STRUCTURING
LESSON 2 VOCAB
TB PG 45-46(1)
  50(4) 得很
  61B 得很 EX
WB PG 24 B
  26 C
  30 C
CHINESEPOD RENTING AN APARTMENT

WK6  9/27 – 30
READ LESSON 2 DIAL 1
SPEAKING EX. WB PG 23 A
QUIZ SUPP. VOCAB AND LESSON 2
LISTENING EX. WB PG 21 B
WB PG 30 D
  31 F
TB PG 53 架子
  53 A 恐怕
  58 F 不怎么样
  61 C 恐怕 EX
  63 E 不怎么样 EX

WK7  10/5 – 8
CHINESE ILLUSTRATED DICT.
  PG 16-17
SMART BOARD: GOOGLE
    DESIGNER BEDROOMS
GAME REPLICATE THE ROOM
    2 人 ONE DRAWS THE OTHER DESCRIBES
WB PG 31 F
TB PG 57 一般
  62 一般 EX
  64 F
WB PG 32 G
CHINESE POD RENTING AN APARTMENT 2

WK8  10/11 – 15
WB PG 34 K
  36 M – STORY
LISTENING EX. WB PG 22 C
WB PG 29 A
  29 B
说汉语 谈文化
    LESSON 1 VOCAB
    TRANSLATE EX SENTENCES FOR NEW VOCAB

WK9  10/18 – 22
QUIZ – VOCAB 说汉语
TRANSLATE PG 7（一）
DISCUSS HOSTING GUESTS IN CHINA
PROTOCOL
TRANSLATE PG 11 DIAL.
REVIEW 连...也都（没）...就
INTEGRATED CHINESE
TRANSLATE FIRST 6 LINES PG 1
DISCUSS CONTENT
QUIZ OVER CONTENT

WK10  10/25-29
REVIEW – 除了... 以外
虽然...可是
不但...而且
TRANSLATE DIAL 1 LINES 7-10
DISCUSS – QUIZ
TRANSLATE DIAL 1 LINES 11-18
DISCUSS – QUIZ
CHINESEPOD: MEETING THE GIRLFRIENDS PARENTS

WK11  11/1 – 4
CPR VOCABULARY
INSTRUCTION

WK12  11/8 – 12
CPR PRACTICE
ORAL EXAM – CPR
EXAM PREP WK SHEET

WK13  11/15 – 17
EXAM PREP WK SHEET

WK14 - EXAMS

WK15  11/29 – 12/3
REVIEW EXAM
BLOOD BORN PATHOGEN
VOCAB
QUIZ

WK16  12/6 – 10
TRANSLATE 说汉语 DIAL.1
PART2
1-12
DISCUSSION – QUIZ
IC REVIEW LESSON 1

WK17 12/13 – 17
IC REVIEW LESSON 2
TRANSFORME 说汉语 PG 3 PART3
DISCUSS – QUIZ

XMAS BREAK

WK18 1/3 -7
IC LESSON 3 VOCAB
WB PG 42 D
41 B
42 C
43 E

周末功课
READ DIALOGUE I

TB PG 85(2) 一 … 就
87 (3) 又 … 又 ...
89 (5) 不如
90 A 正好

WK19 1/10 – 14
SPEAKING EX. WB PG 40 A
LISTENING EX WB 37 B
QUIZ – VOCAB
WB PG 44 F AND G
47 A
48 C
TB 90 B
92 D
93 E

WK20 1/18 – 21
WB PG 48 D
49 E AND F
50 G
51 H
TB PG 97 D
REVIEW 的/得/地
TB PG 100 G
WB PG 53 L STORY
WK21  1/24 – 28
CHINESE ILLUSTRATED DICT.
PG 66-67
ADD: MIX TOGETHER
TRANSLATE YOUR FAVORITE RECIPE
* B A K E D  G O O D S

WK22  1/31 – 2/4
PRESENTATION OF RECIPES
CHINESE NEW YEAR
YOGA VERBS

WK23  2/7 – 10
(WINTER ENDS)
BREAK DOWN OF MOVEMENTS
QUIZ – VOCAB

WK24  2/15 – 18
YOGA ALL WK

WK25  2/21 – 25
REVIEW
ENVIRONMENTAL ONLINE REPORTS AND PRESENTATION
COMPILE VOCAB LIST

WK26  2/28 – 3/4
REVIEW
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
COMPILE VOCAB

WK27  3/7 – 9
QUIZ – ENVIRONMENTAL – VOCAB
IC LESSON 6 VOCAB
WB PG 107 B …来…去
107 C

TB PG 191(1) AND (2) 在…上
…来…去
203 EX B 在…上
197 A 到底
198 B 根本
205 EX C
SPRING BREAK

WK28 3/21 – 25
WB PG 113 B
  114 C AND D
  107 C
READ DIAL LESSON 6
  SPEAKING EX WB PG 105 A AND B

TB PG 195 (5)
REVIEW 的, 得, 地 TB PG 193
TB PG 198 C
  199 D
  200 E

WK29 3/28 – 4/1
PREPARATION FOR AP EXAM
TRANSLATE – THE HERD BOY AND WEAVING MAID

WK30 4/4 – 8
PREPARATION FOR AP EXAM
TRANSLATE – THE BOOK WORM

WK31 4/11 – 15
PREPARATION FOR AP EXAM
TRANSLATE – THE BUTTERFLY LOVERS

WK32 4/18 – 21
SHAOLIN WUSHU CLASS

WK33 4/25 – 28
SHAOLIN WUSHU CLASS

WK34 5/2 – 6
REVIEW: COMPREHENSIVE

WK35 5/9 – 13
REVIEW COMPREHENSIVE

WK36 5/16 – 20
TEST